Abstract: This paper addresses simultaneous scheduling of jobs, machines and tools considering tool transfer times (TTTs) between machines, to generate best optimal sequences that minimise makespan in a multi-machine flexible manufacturing system (FMS). Performance of FMS is expected to improve by effective utilisation of its resources, by proper integration and synchronisation of their scheduling. Aim of this paper is to address joint scheduling of jobs, machine and tools in an FMS consisting of machines, central tool magazine and tool transporter considering TTTs. Three nature-inspired algorithms namely Symbiotic Organisms Search algorithm, Crow search algorithm and Flower pollination algorithm, are proposed for solving joint jobs, machine and tool scheduling problems considering TTTs between machines with minimum makespan as objective. The proposed algorithms are numerically tested on various problems and results are compared. The results show that FPA algorithm yields better results for simultaneous scheduling of jobs, machines and tools considering TTTs between machines.
Introduction
Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is an integrated manufacturing system which includes many facilities like computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines, automated guided vehicles (AGVs), automated storage/retrieval systems (AS/RSS), central tool magazine (CTM), tool transporter (TT), Robots and Automated inspection under the control of a central computer (Agnetis et al., 1997; Baker, 1974) . Various subsystems flexibilities are integrated together to have an overall flexibility in FMS. One of the recent techniques in industrial automation is FMS, and several researchers have been attracted over the last three decades towards FMS. FMS has many advantages like greater productivity, low work-in-process inventory, high machine utilisation, production with least supervision, increased product variety and high quality to satisfy customer requirements. The employing of fixtures, pallets, TT and CTM nearly eliminated the job setting time (Jerald and Asokan, 2006) . The higher flexibility of FMS results in better utilisation of resources, better scheduling and routing enhances the productivity (Lee and Dicesare, 1994 ). Broadly FMS is categorised into four groups; single flexible machines (SFM), flexible manufacturing cells (FMCs), multi-machine FMS (MMFMS) and multi-cell FMS (MCFMS) . FMS aims at combining the advantages of elevated efficiency in high quantity mass production and better flexibility in low quantity job shop production.
In FMS, in order to achieve the elevated efficiency and flexibility different scheduling decisions like allocation of machines to jobs and selection of tools are made. Proper scheduling plays a critical role in FMS.
Literature review
For shop floor productivity improvement, scheduling is recognised to be a crucial task. In scheduling problems, for 'n' jobs and 'm' machines '(n!) m ' different sequences are to be inspected with respect to any performance measure to suggest the best sequence. This implies that the search region is increased exponentially for the problem of a larger size that makes the problem of scheduling an NP-hard problem. In FMS different jobs are to be assigned to machines to optimise the FMS performance. This is analogous to job shop scheduling. The main difference between them is that the job shop considers only jobs and machines whereas FMS considers resources like AGVs, CTM, AS/RS, Robots, Pallets and Fixtures besides Jobs and machines. Hence problems of scheduling in FMS are also NP-hard. Jerald and Asokan (2006) presented various optimisation algorithms for solving FMS scheduling problems. In the FMS scheduling area, for optimisation earlier the researchers had recognised scheduling of machines and scheduling of tools as two different problems, whereas in recent years much interest has been shown for combined effect of scheduling of machines and scheduling of tools.
Several researchers have studied tool scheduling and allocation. Tsukada and Shin (1998) addressed scheduling of tool and borrowing of tool problem in FMS and also a tool sharing approach to take into account the unexpected arrival of job in the dynamic environment by employing a distributed artificial intelligence method. It is observed that sharing of tools between different cells of FMS reduces the tooling cost and increases the tools utilisation effectively Jun et al. (1999) , for tool provisioning problem and scheduling of tools in FMS, proposed a greedy search algorithm to find the number of required tools from each type for minimising makespan objective. Also, this method gives information about the additional number of tools to be purchased when FMS configuration changes due to change of the product mix. Sureshkumar and Sridharan (2007) dealt problem of sharing and scheduling of tools for minimising the objectives like mean tardiness, conditional mean tardiness and flow time by employing scheduling priority rules and job scheduling priority rules. Sureshkumar and Sridharan (2009) investigated the problem of tool scheduling in FMS by minimising mean flow time, mean tardiness, mean waiting time for tool and percentage of tardy parts by using various priority dispatching rules. Agnetis et al. (1997) probed a problem of joint part/tool scheduling in FMC. They proposed that all the tools are stored in a CTM and moved throughout the cell by an automatic TT. When the same tool is required by two machines, Tabu search algorithm was employed to address the conflict and prepare production schedules for minimising makespan and maximum lateness. The FMC overall performance can be enhanced by the combined scheduling by taking the secondary resources like tools and fixtures into account. Prabaharan et al. (2006) attempted on combined operation and tool scheduling problem in FMC which consists of a CTM and 'm' identical work cells. They proposed simulated annealing algorithm to minimise makespan for this problem. Udhayakumar and Kumanan (2010) proposed ant colony optimisation algorithm for job and tool scheduling problem. Aldrin Raj et al. (2014) addressed concurrent machine and tool scheduling in an FMS which has machines and a CTM. They proposed five different algorithms to solve concurrent machine and tool problems with minimum makespan as objective. They found that AIS algorithm yielded better results for this problem.
Automated tool sharing system is a technological response to the high cost of tools in FMS by allowing different machines to employ the same tool by transferring them automatically between machines as tooling needs evolve. In the previous studies, some assumptions have been made about the concurrent machine and tool scheduling in an FMS consisting of machines and a CTM. One of those assumptions is that the transferring time of tools between different machines is negligible. However, it is highly not practical not to consider the tool handling activities in reality, especially when the movement of tools are completely depending on TT and travelling times are considerable. Omitting the tool transfer times between machines will make the result of scheduling impossible to be implemented.
In this work, three new nature-inspired algorithms namely SOS algorithm, CSA and FPA are used to minimise makespan for simultaneous scheduling of jobs and tools considering transferring times of tools between machines and is explained in the following sections.
Problem formulation
Generally, CTM is provided in FMS for storage of tools. The tool required by a machine is shared by other machines or transported from the CTM to this machine by a TT during the machining of the job. CTM reduces the number of required tools in the system and hence reduces the tooling cost whereas tool transfer times considerably influence the makespan. The problem definition, assumptions and constraints are given in the following sections.
Problem definition
Consider 'n' jobs {J1, J2, J3.........Jn} to be processed through 'm' machines (M1, M2, ........Mm} requires 't' tools {T1, T2, ....... .Tt} from CTM. The best sequence by joint selection of jobs, machines and tools is to be found which minimises the makespan. In the present work three new nature-inspired algorithms namely SOS algorithm, CSA and FPA are employed to produce optimal schedules with minimum makespan as objective. The same sets of problems that were analysed with methods explained in Aldrin Raj et al. (2014) are considered and the results of SOS algorithm, CSA and FPA are compared with those results.
The procedure employed is explained with an example problem. In Table 1 , the jobs, tools and machines shown are for job set 1. The job set 1 consists of 5 jobs, the first three jobs have three operations and remaining two jobs have two operations. The system considered has four machines and four tools. An entity in the table gives information about the machine, tool and processing time required for the operation of a job. For example, T3-M1 (8) shows that Operation I of Job I requires tool T3, machine M1 and 8 units of processing time. The objective is to determine a sequence of jobs that minimises the makespan by taking the tool and machine constraints into account.
Making a decision on selecting a machine and tool for every job is required during the process scheduling. Both machine and CTM will be having a set of requests from unfinished jobs in the form of a queue. A right job with the request has to be selected so as to minimise the makespan. Thus, a sequence of operations is formed that minimises the total elapsed time. Table 1 Job set 1
FMS environment
The FMS considered has four machines, a CTM consisting of four tools, automatic tool changer (ATC), AGVs and TT. There is a load/unload (L/U) station on one end. Jobs are stored in the buffer storage provided at each machine before and after processing. The system is shown in Figure 1 with the elements.
Assumptions and constraints
The following assumptions are made for the problem under study:
• each job has J different operations
• required machines and tools are known in advance before scheduling to process each operation
• operations in a job have its own processing order and there are no technological constraints
• each job has the pre-specified sequence of operations and its corresponding processing times
• only one job can be processed on each machine at a time
• all the machines and jobs are simultaneously available initially
• each tool can process one job at a time
• tools are stored in CTM
• tool transporter moves the tools throughout the system
• tools are shared among the machines in the system.
• AGV travelling times are negligible.
The constraints of the problem are as follows:
• Precedence constraints exist, that is a set of pre-specified sequence of operations will be there for every job that cannot be changed.
Consider the operation (4143) 4 -Job number
-First operation of J4
4 -First operation of J4 is performed on machine 4.
3 -First operation of J4 requires Tool 3.
The second operation of J4 cannot be processed before completion of the first operation and hence the operation 42XX cannot be processed before 41XX. This restriction in job processing is called precedence constraints.
• the same job cannot be processed on two different machines at a time. 
Symbiotic organisms search algorithm
The SOS algorithm, proposed by Cheng and Prayogo (2014) , is a simple and powerful meta-heuristic algorithm. The SOS algorithm works on the interdependent behaviour seen among organisms in nature. Some organisms do not live alone because they are interdependent on other species for survival and food. The liaison between two different species is known as symbiotic. In this context, 'mutualism', 'commensalism', and 'parasitism' are common symbiotic relations found in nature. Propinquity between two different species that results in mutual benefit is called mutualism. A relationship between two distinct species that offers benefits to only one of them (without the affecting other) is called commensalism. Finally, a relationship between two distinct species that offers benefits to one and cause harm to the other is called parasitism.
The SOS algorithm starts with a randomly initiated population, where the system has 'n' number of organisms (i.e., eco size) in the ecosystem. The population will be updated in each generation 'g' by 'the mutualism phase', 'the commensalism phase', and 'the parasitism phase' respectively. Moreover, the updated solution in the each phase is accepted if it only has a better functional value. The course of optimisation is repeated until it satisfies the termination criterion. In this optimisation method, the better solution can be achieved by the symbiotic relations between the current solution and either of other random solution and the best solution from the population. The detailed description of all three phases of the SOS algorithm is explained in the subsequent sections.
The mutualism phase
In this phase, the design vector (X i ) of organism 'i' (i.e., population) interacts with a randomly chosen organism 'k's design vector (X k ) of the ecosystem (where k ≠ i). This mutualistic relationship improves individual functional values of the organisms in an ecosystem. Therefore, new organisms are governed by a mutual vector (MV) and Benefit Factors (BF1 and BF2). The mutual vector (the average of two organisms) signifies the mutual connection between organisms 'X i ' and 'X k ' (equation (3)). The benefit factors are decided by a heuristic step and so it is decided randomly with equal probability, either 1 or 2 (equations (4) and (5)). Therefore the benefit factors signify two conditions where organisms 'X i ' and 'X k ' benefit partly or fully from the relation respectively. The organism with the best functional value is considered as the best organism (X best ) of the ecosystem. In this phase, organisms 'X i ' and 'X k ' also interact with the best organism. Therefore, this phase keeps a good balance between exploitation and exploration of the search space. The organism is updated if its new fitness value is better than existing only. The mathematical formulations of the new solutions are given in equations (1) and (2).
(1)
BF 1 = 1or 2 (4) BF 2 = 1 or 2 (5)
The commensalism phase
In this commensalism phase, design vector (X i ) of the organism 'i' (i.e., population) interacts a randomly chosen organism 'k's design vector (X k ) of the ecosystem (where k ≠ i). This commensalism relationship improves the functional value of the organism 'i'. However, the organism 'k' has neither benefit nor loss from this relationship. Moreover, the organism 'Xi' also interacts with the best organism of the ecosystem. The organism is updated only if its new fitness value is fitter than existing. Therefore, this phase keeps a good exploitation promising region near the best organism of the search space and works to improve convergence speed of the algorithm. The mathematical formulation of the new population is given in equation (6).
The parasitism phase
In this phase, the design vector (X i ) of the organism 'i' (i.e., population) is assumed to be the anopheles mosquito. The anopheles mosquito produces an artificial parasite called Parasite Vector. Parasite vector is produced by changing values of some randomly selected design variables of the organism 'X i ', the randomly selected design variables are modified using a randomly generated number within its bounds. Therefore, parasite vector is a fusion of design variables of the organism 'i' and randomly generated design variables. The design vector (X k ) of a randomly selected organism 'k' of the ecosystem (where k ≠ i) works as a human host to the parasite vector. The interaction between these organisms results in a parasitism relationship. If the parasite vector has a better functional value than the functional value of organism 'k', the parasite will kill organism 'k' and acquire its position in the ecosystem. If the functional value of organism 'k' is better, organism 'i' will have immunity from the parasite and the parasite will die. Therefore, the parasitism phase improves the exploration and exploitation of the search space as parasite vector is generated by a fusion of host design variables and randomly generated variables. The pseudo code of the above explanation is shown in Figure 2 . 
Crow search algorithm
There is a behaviour which has resemblance with an optimisation process in crow flock. Crows hide their excess food in certain hiding places of the environment and when they need food they will retrieve the stored food. Crows are greedy birds because to obtain a better food they follow each other. It is not an easy task to find food location hidden by a crow because if a crow notices another crow is following it, crow goes to another location of the environment to fool the crow that is following. From optimisation perspective, crows are the searchers, the environment is the search space, position in the environment corresponds to a feasible solution, the quality of food source is objective function and best food source is the global solution to the problem. CSA tries to imitate the behaviour of crows to find a solution for optimisation problems (Askarzadeh, 2016) . The following are the principles underlying in this algorithm.
• Crows live in group
• Crows remember the location of hiding places of their food
• Crows go behind other crows to do pilfering
• Crows guard their food by a probability from being pilfered.
A d-dimensional environment is assumed which includes a number of crows. N is the number of crows (group size) and position of crow i at iteration iter in search space is represented by a vector x i,iter (i = 1, 2.... N, iter = 1, 2.... iter max ) where
] and iter max is the maximum number of iterations. Each crow remembers its hiding place in its memory. Hiding place position of crow i is shown by m i,iter at iteration iter. m i,iter is the best position obtained so for by crow i. Crows will move in the environment and search for superior food locations that are hiding places. Assume that crow j wishes to go to its hiding place m i,iter at iteration iter. Crow i decide to follow crow j to reach the hiding place of crow j at this iteration. Two situations may occur.
Situation 1: Crow j does not notice that crow i is following it. So crow i approach to the hiding place of crow j. The new location of crow i is obtained as follows.
( )
,iter 1 ,iter ,iter ,iter ,iter
Where r i is the random number between 0 and 1 and FL i,iter is the flight length of crow i at iteration iter.
This situation and the effect of FL on search capability are shown in Figure 2 . Large values of flight length result in global search whereas small values of FL leads to local search.
Situation 2: Crow j notices that crow i is following it as a consequence crow j to another search space position in order to protect its food being pilfered.
Entirely situation 1 and 2 are expressed as follows Where AP j,iter is the awareness probability of the crow j at iteration iter. Awareness probability controls the intensification and diversification. Using small values of AP increases intensification whereas large values of AP increase diversification. The pseudo code of the above explanation is shown in Figure 3 . 
Flower pollination algorithm
Flower pollination is a process related to transferring flowers' pollens. Transferring flowers pollens are carried by birds, bats, insects and other animals. There are two categories of pollination i.e., abiotic and biotic. In biotic pollination, pollinators transfer pollen and abiotic pollination does not require pollinators. Some pollinators tend to visit some specific type of flowers and at the same time, other species of flowers will be bypassed. This phenomenon is known as flower constancy. All the flowers with flower constancy property guarantee the reproduction maximisation. Pollination can be achieved through cross-pollination or self-pollination. In cross-pollination, pollens are transferred from a different plant (Yang, 2012) .
The biotic and cross-pollination take place at long distances, so they are carried out by pollinators that can fly for long distances. The moves of pollinators like birds and bees can be considered as discrete jumps that obey levy distribution. In self-pollination, same flower pollens or different flowers pollen of the same plant are responsible for fertilisation process. The above pollination process characteristics, flower constancy and behaviour of pollinator can be idealised as the following rules:
• biotic and cross-pollination is interpreted as global pollination where the pollinators carrying pollens performs levy flights
• the abiotic and self-pollination can be recognised as local pollination
• flower constancy can be considered as a reproduction capability and is proportional to the similarity of the two flowers involved
• due to the wind and physical proximity, local pollination has a little advantage over global pollination.
Flower pollination algorithm imitates the above process to find the optimal solution of a problem. Initially 'n' feasible solutions known as flowers pollens are generated randomly. Switch probability p € [0, 1] controls local pollination and global pollination. If a randomly generated number is less than Switch probability p, global pollination takes place otherwise local pollination takes place. In global pollination, next generation solution
+ is calculated using the following
where Y i t is the pollen i (i = 1 to number of pollens) or solution vector at iteration t, h* is the best solution among all solutions at iteration t, L is the step size and is derived from levy distribution.
In local pollination i.e., when the random number is greater than switch probability p, next generation solution
+ is calculated using the following equation.
where Y j t and Y k t are two different pollens or solutions from the same iteration. The variable € is drawn from a uniform distribution in [0, 1] . The pseudo code of the above explanation is shown in Figure 4 . 
Results and discussion
Makespan optimisation in FMS for concurrent scheduling of jobs, tools and machines has been executed by the proposed algorithms. Totally 22 job sets are considered in the work and the data of these job sets is given in Aldrin Raj et al. (2014) . The job sets with a different number of jobs, machines and tools with their processing times have been taken into account to test the efficacy of proposed methods. The details of the job sets such as the number of jobs, number of operations in each job, maximum number of operations among jobs, total number of operations of all jobs, number of machines and number of tools used in job set are presented in Table 2 . All the job sets use four machines and four tools except job set 21 and 22. The job set 21 uses six machines and six tools whereas job set 22 uses eight machines and eight tools. The minimum number of jobs is five (for job sets 1, 4, 5, 9, 13 and 19) and the maximum number of jobs is 20 (for job set 22) among the job sets. Total number of Operations in job sets varies from 13 (for job sets 1 and 5) to 151 (for job set 22). The results are compared with results of existing methods and are shown in Table 3 . The objective function developed by us is tested on optimal sequences provided by the existing AIS method (Aldrin Raj et al., 2014) and the corresponding makespans obtained are same as given in Aldrin Raj et al. (2014) . From Table 3 it is observed that the proposed methods have provided the sequences with better makespans than in Aldrin Raj et al. (2014) . So it can be concluded that the solutions provided by the existing methods are only local optimal whereas the solution provided by the proposed methods are global optimal or near optimal solutions.
In Table 3 the best makespan is represented in bold letters and it is observed that proposed methods have outperformed all existing methods for all 22 job sets. Table 4 shows the percentage improvement in makespan obtained by neglecting tool transfer times (TTTs) of the proposed methods with respect to best and poorest makespans obtained by neglecting TTTs of existing methods. For majority, job sets improvement is noticed. Percentage improvements in makespan over the best makespan of existing methods are for job set 22 44.2%, 45.43% and 50.20% and for job set 21 45.19%, 44.16% and 48.11% given by SOS, CSA and FPA respectively. Percentage improvements in makespan neglecting tool transfer times over the poorest makespan of existing methods are for job set 22 68.54%, 69.23% and 71.92% and for job set 21 63.58%, 62.90% and 65.53% given by SOS, CSA and FPA respectively. For job set 21 the total number of operations is 110 and for job set 22 it is 151. It is observed that the proposed methods are providing better solutions for the problems which have a large number of jobs and operations.
The percentage improvement obtained by the three proposed methods over the best makespan of existing methods is more than 10% for 5 job sets (job sets 4, 13, 17, 21 and 22), between 5-10% for 7 job sets (for job sets 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 20) , less than 5% for 3 job sets (for job sets 2, 11 and 15) and no improvement for 7 job sets. The makespan obtained by existing methods and proposed methods for job set 21 is illustrated as a bar chart in Figure 5 . From Table 3 it is noticed that all the three proposed methods have given same makespan values for job sets 1 to 20 and FPA has given better makespan values than the other two proposed methods for job sets 21 and 22 which have more operations and jobs compared to other job sets. FPA has outperformed the other two proposed methods for the problems which have large number of operations and jobs. Now the proposed methods are applied to scheduling jobs, machines and tools by considering tool transfer times [TTTs] between machines. The flow chart for makespan calculation is shown in Figure 6 . The proposed algorithms are tested on first 10 job sets of aforementioned 22 job sets with four different layouts (LY1, LY2, LY3 and LY4) and with different processing times. The transfer times of tools between machines are taken as 70% of AGV travelling times. These are the benchmark instances in the literature (Askarzadeh, 2016) . Three cases are considered here to show the influence of tool transfer times on makespan with increasing processing times. In Case I original processing times are used, in Case II processing times are taken as double the original processing times and in Case III processing times are taken as triple the original processing times. For LY1, LY2 and LY3 Case I and II are considered and the results are presented in Tables 5-7 respectively. For LY4 all the three cases are considered. The results for this layout are presented in Table 8 . From Tables 5-8 it is observed that FPA is outperforming the other two proposed methods even for increased complexity. The impact of tool transfer times on makespan is shown in Table 9 for the results obtained by FPA. From Table 9 it is evident that impact of tool transfer times on makespan for all layouts and for all cases is significant. The Gantt chart for the optimal sequence produced by FPA for job set 5 and LY 2 in Case I is shown in Figure 7 . The operations that are assigned to each machine, as well as the start and finish times of each operation, are shown in the Gantt chart. Utilisation of tools for various operations of jobs is also shown in the Gantt chart. The Gantt chart also indicates loaded trip times, empty trip times and waiting times of TT for transferring tools in the system. The loaded trip of TT is labelled as 'L', the empty trip is labelled as 'E' and waiting time of TT is labelled as 'W' in Figure 7 . The Gantt chart shows the correctness of the solution provided by the proposed FPA method. Table 5 Makespan for job sets by neglecting and considering TTTs for LY1 Table 7 Makespan for job sets by neglecting and considering TTTs for LY3 (continued) Figure 7 Gantt chart for job set 5 and LY2 in Case I Twenty-five job sets (test problems) of small size consisting of 2 to 3 jobs are generated randomly. Generation of all feasible solutions is possible for small sized problems. All the solutions are evaluated one by one using complete enumeration procedure and the optimal solutions are found. The proposed algorithms are tested on these job sets and the solutions obtained are compared with the optimal solutions given by enumeration procedure. The total number of job sets and the number of job sets whose optimal solutions obtained by proposed methods are same as that of optimal solutions obtained by enumeration procedure are shown in Table 10 . It is observed from Table 10 that these algorithms have produced same optimal solutions for all the 25 job sets. 
Conclusions
Simultaneous Scheduling of jobs, machines and tools neglecting tool transfer times and considering tool transfer times is performed by the proposed algorithms. It is noticed that proposed algorithms outperformed the existing methods in minimising makespan by neglecting tool transfer times. The proposed algorithms are tested on 22 job sets to show their consistency. It is also observed that tool transfer times have a considerable impact on makespan in all cases considered and hence any schedule neglecting tool transfer times cannot be implemented in reality. It is evident from the results that FPA outperforms other two proposed algorithms for carrying out simultaneous scheduling of jobs, machines and tools by neglecting tool transfer times as well considering tool transfer times. The work can be extended further by considering AGVs, as travelling time of jobs between L/U station and machines and among machines influences the makespan.
